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Short introduction
$autoMATIC is a token developed on the Binance Smart Chain to provide a passive
income in one of crypto’s most future proof token - $MATIC.
Simply buy and hold $autoMATIC in your wallet and you’ll receive $MATIC
automatically into your wallet.
As well as this, team $autoMATIC have plans to develop utility and usablity for the
token using a variety of blockchain technologies.

Features - Why people love us?
Earn $MATIC rewards automatically into your wallet. The more you hold,
the more you’ll earn!

Rewards!
8% from transactions are used to reward holders with $MATIC tokens,
giving you passive income for just holding the token!
Trusted Foundation
MATIC - an interoperability and scaling framework for building Ethereumcompatible blockchains.
Huge Marketing
As well as a big marketing budget, team behind $autoMATIC are talented in
a variety of crypto token marketing strategies.

Token will be released on ApeSwap Exchange on 17th of August 2021.
Follow our Telegram for latest news and influencer reveals.

https://t.me/AutoMaticBSC
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Tokenomics
Total supply: 1 Quadrillion tokens
A tax is applied to every buy and sell transaction.
The tax will be distributed accordingly:
10% Buy TAX
4% Rewards
3% Liquidity
3% Marketing
15% Sell TAX
9% Rewards
3% Liquidity
3% Marketing
Taxes are subject to change before launch to prevent bots.

Contract features
Stable & Safe
$MATIC as the backbone and the core of the project provides stable
environment. Trusted and experienced team combined with total liquidity
burn at the launch makes the project safe and sound.
Custom contract to benefit holders in the best way possible
Contract allows to change tax distribution so that we can make sure holders
benefit from rewards the most. For example, once liquidity reaches healthy
levels, we can modify the contract to distribute more rewards.
Anti-whale functions
To make sure the launch is fair for everyone, we have implemented multiple
features to prevent whales. One of them being maximum hold percentage.
Automatic reward distribution
8% from every transaction is used to distributed $MATIC to all holders
automatically.

https://t.me/AutoMaticBSC
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